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The term "search engine” is traditionally used to refer to crawler based 

search engines, manually maintained directories, and hybrid search 

engines. However, current search engines do not fully satisfy the users' 

needs especially in terms of accuracy and specificity of the results.  This 

paper proposes an approach to build an intelligent search agent system 

on top of the Semantic Web. The presented system consists of five main 

parts: the Annotator, the Ontology Parser, the Indexer, the Search Agent, 

and the Data Repository. Two kinds of search are implemented: keyword 

based and concept based search. The keyword based search matches a 

user’s query terms to concepts while  concept based search allows a user 

to choose the concept that s/he want to search for together with some 

attributes for this concept.  

KEYWORDS: Information Retrieval, Semantic Search.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

The goal of the semantic web is to enable structural and semantic definitions of 

documents providing completely new and powerful possibilities: Intelligent search 

instead of keyword matching, query answering instead of information retrieval, 

document exchange between departments via ontology mapping. Using these 

technology internet agents can understand web content, access databases and co-

operate with each other to perform specific tasks.   

The Semantic web has thus become an important reality and an essential 

demand for many users on the internet. Also an important demand for many people is 

search. Many users need an intelligent search agent system that manages the search 

process. Because semantic search promises to revolutionize information retrieval (by 

complementing it rather than by replacing it), even search engines that currently 

dominate the web, the more notable of which are Google, Yahoo, and recently Bing, 

are making a move towards semantic search [1],[2]. This paper proposes an approach 

to build a search agent system that utilizes the Semantic Web. The proposed system 

uses ontology and annotations made within a specific domain. The system consists of 

five main components: data repository, annotator, ontology parser, Indexer, search 

agent. Related work is found in section 2. The system architecture is presented in 

section 3. Section 4 represents the case study. Conclusion and future work is in section 
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2. RELATED WORK 

A proposed architecture for a semantic information retrieval system based on 

intelligent agents is presented in [3]. Using a graphical interface the user submits a 

query to the system and s/he can also specify a numeric value, which indicates the 

depth at which each site is to be inspected. The user can also specify the language of 

pages to be found and the context that indicates the search area. 

The architecture described in [4] uses three main agents, where each agent is in 

charge of a different task. The user agent allows users to access the document 

ontology; it shows information about a document and makes annotations about the 

document’s properties. The ontology agent is used to retrieve domain ontologies and 

their structure. The search agent searches for the metadata of a document as a response 

to a message from user agent querying about a document. The Java Agent 

Development Framework (JADE [5]) was used for implementation of the agents. 

The architecture of another proposed search system is shown in [6] this uses 

the spread activation algorithm. The first two steps of the search process happen 

exactly in the same way as in traditional searches, some how like [2]. The user 

expresses his query in terms of keywords that are fed to a traditional search engine. 

The result given by the traditional search engine is a set of node instances ordered by 

their similarity with the query. This set of nodes is supplied to the spread activation 

algorithm as the initial set of nodes for the propagation. 

Swoogle [7] is a crawler-based indexing and retrieval system for Semantic 

Web documents, documents represented in Resource Description Framework (RDF) or 

Web Ontology Language (OWL). It extracts metadata for each discovered document, 

and computes relations between documents. Discovered documents are indexed by an 

information retrieval system which can use either character N-Gram or URI refs as 

keywords to find relevant documents and to compute the similarity among a set of 

documents. One of the properties computed is the rank, a measure of the importance of 

a Semantic Web document. 

“Semantic Search” is the name of an application described in [8]. The 

Semantic search application runs as a client of the TAP infrastructure [9]. TAP is a 

semantic web platform. It is an implementation of a querying and negotiation 

interfaces/protocols [8]. When the search query is received, the search front end sends 

the query to the search backend, and invokes the Semantic Search application. The 

described system uses the W3C’s Resource Description Framework with the schema 

vocabulary provided by RDFS [11] as a means for describing resources and their inter-

relations 

Noesis [12] is a semantic search engine and resource aggregator for 

atmospheric science. Noesis uses a three step algorithm to search resources. The first 

step is query analysis where the user query is broken down to identify the concepts that 

are defined in the domain ontology. The second one is the semantics presentation 

where the annotated concepts from the query string are used to search the Ontology 

Inference Service. The Ontology Inference Service (OIS) is a SOAP-based web service 

interface to an inference engine. The third one is the resource search where the selected 

terms are then used for searching the resources. Recently, the Semantic MediaWiki 

(SMW), which “helps to search, organize, tag, browse, evaluate, and share” the 
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contents of wikis built using MediaWiki (such as Wikipedia) [13] has been extended to 

work with Arabic [14]. The “SMW adds semantic annotations that let you easily 

publish Semantic Web content, and allow the wiki to function as a collaborative 

database” [13]. 

 

3. SYSTEM ARCHTECTURE 

The goal of search engines is to return results that are both accurate and complete. 

Using web semantics enables us to get more accurate results. The proposed system uses 

ontology and annotations made within a specific domain. The system consists of five 

main components as in fig. 1 namely the annotator, the ontology parser, the indexer, 

the search agent, and the data repository. Each of these is described in the following 

sub-sections.  

 

 

Data Repository 

The data repository represents the main data store where concepts and their attributes 

extracted from the ontology (see Ontology Parser section) are stored. In this repository  

concepts and their attribute values found in  the crawled domain together with the page 

addresses where  they are found in (see Indexer section), are also stored. 

Ontology Parser 

This module takes the ontology as input, applies parsing rules, and produces as output 

a standardized representation of the ontology which is stored in the data repository. 

The scenario is as follows: 

 The parser parses the given ontology to extract the concepts and the attributes 

defined in it (see Figure 2). The parser does its job according to a predefined 

syntax in which the ontology is written (RDFS in this case).   

 The extracted concepts and their attributes are then stored in the data repository. 

The related concepts are also stored together (the relationships between concepts 

are maintained in the data repository).  

Other implementations of the ontology parser handling other ontology 

representation formats can be plugged into the system.  
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Figure 1. System Overview 
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Annotator 

The annotator is a manual tagging tool that is used to create an annotated dataset from 

an input set of documents. This dataset is then used by the indexer. The implemented 

annotation tool reads in the ontology from the data repository and creates a button for 

each concept in the ontology. It also takes in input documents to be annotated and 

displays this to the user along with the concepts. The user can then use the 

implemented graphical user interface to select portions of the text and annotate them. 

When the user selects a concept to annotate a portion of the text with, a template is 

presented to the user to allow him/her to fill in the values or related properties. Figure 3 

shows an example of such a template. The output of this component is an XML file 

which is an annotated version of the input file.  

The Indexer 

The indexer takes in as input annotated XML files in some given domain and creates 

an index for entries in those files within. The indexing process as a whole takes place 

as shown in Figure 4 and involves the following entities: 

 Home directory (Starting Folder): is the folder where domain specific annotated 

documents are kept.  

 List of Files: A list containing those files residing within the home directory.  

 Document processor: Is the actual indexing components. It extracts the concepts 

and their attributes form each file. The resulting concepts and their locations are 

then stored in the data repository. The annotation of a page is parsed using an 

XML parser to extract nodes which represent concepts. The attributes of each 

node are also extracted. These concepts and attributes with the page address are 

sorted in the data repository. 

 

Ontology Parser Algorithm 

 Get all the nodes in the ontology with prefix 
rdfs:Class and store them in an XML node list1. 

 From list1 select the concept name & role (abstract, 
concrete) using the rdfs:Label & a:role prefix. 3- 
Get the rdfs:subClassOf property which represents 
the relative concept. 

 Get all the nodes in the ontology with prefix rdf: 
Property and store them in an XML node list2. 

 For each node in the list2 get the node cardinality 
through prefix a:maxCardinality & get parent for 
the concept instance attributes through prefix 
a:allowedClasses , rdfs:range. 

 Store the concepts, attributes and relative concepts 
into the data repository. 

 

Figure 2. Ontology Parser Algorithm 
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 List of concepts together with their locations: A list of pairs; each pair is a 

concept and the page where this concept is found. Also the attributes are added.  

 Data repository:  The main store of data. 

 
 

  
 

Figure 3: An example of a template for filling in concept property values for use in the 

annotation process 
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Figure 4: Indexer 
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The Search Agent 

Two types of search are implemented; advanced (concept based) and keyword based. 

Keyword based search resembles traditional search in that a user types his/her query as 

a set of keywords and then invokes the search process. However, in our work a user’s 

query is first parsed to extract any concepts that it may contain (see figure 6).  To do 

so, the search agent uses a concept parser. The outcome of the parser is a list of 

concepts is obtained. These concepts are then searched for in the data repository. The 

result is a list of links which are returned back to the user. 
In advanced search the user can specify the concept that s/he is searching for and 

the attributes (if there are any) that are related to that concept.  A query is formulated 
accordingly and sent to the data repository. This also results in the return of a list of 
links that are displayed to the user.  

   

 
 

 Indexer Algorithm 

* For every file in the home directory do the 
following. 

1- Select the root node and place it in a node say Root. 

2- For each child node within the node Root do the 
following 

    2.1 If the node is a concept or instance attribute 
then store the parent node id & name and the current 
node id & name and where they are found into the data 
repository. 

    2.2 If the node is an attribute then store the 
parent node id & name and the attribute name & value 
and where they are found into the data repository. 

 

Figure 5. Indexer Algorithm 
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Figure 6. Search agent 
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4. CASE STUDY 

To demonstrate the usefulness of the developed tool, it was applied to a set of actual 

documents which represent department meetings of the computer science department 

in the faculty of computers and information Cairo University. First, a complete 

Ontology for department meetings was created and represented in XML format (see 

fig.8 for part of this Ontology). The department meetings documents were then 

annotated by concepts from that ontology. (See fig 9 for part of an annotated 

department meeting document). The annotated documents represent our dataset and it 

is what is indexed in our system. 

The indexer stores its results in a database. Finally the user uses the search 

agent via either concept based search or key word search. If the user uses the concept 

based search s/he chooses the concept s/he is searching for and fills its attributes (if 

s/he so desires) then starts the search process. On the other hand if the user uses the 

keyword based search s/he enters his/her query represented in keywords and then starts 

searching. 

Unlike traditional search engines that return to the user an entire document, our 

search system just returns to the user the annotated piece of information that s/he is 

probably interested in. Figures 11 and 12 show screen shots of the implemented search 

agent for concept-based search and key-word search respectively. 
 

 Search Agent Algorithm 

1- Connect to the data repository to get all the concepts. 

2- Get the words that exist in the user query string and 
store them into a string array say WR1. 

3- Get the stems of the words array WR1. 

4- Compare the resulted stems with the concepts stems. 
The matched stems are used to indicate the concepts 
exist in the user query, these concepts are store into a 
string array say CR1. 

5- Select the concept data and its location from the data 
repository using CR1 and WR1 as follow. 

5.1- Select all the concepts as those in CR1 and its 
attributes as those in WR1. 

5.2- if no result is found then select all the attributes 
as those in WR1. 

5.3- if no result is found then select all the concepts 
as those in CR1. 

5.4- if no result is found then prompt the user. 

6- Show the results (if found) to the user. 

 
 

Figure 7. Search Agent Algorithm 
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We conducted a very simple experiment to compare between our version of 

keyword search and the advanced concept based search. In this experiment 8 

documents were annotated and then 7 queries were entered using the keyword interface 

and then again using the advanced concept based search interface used.  Figure 10 

shows the average mean precision for the results obtained from both systems. The 

outcome of this experiment showed that the concept based version returns more precise 

results.  The reason for this can be attributed to the fact that this kind of search allows 

the user to enter exactly what s/he wants using a structured interface. We did not 

compare our results with a traditional search system as traditional search system targets 

documents, while we target specific pieces of information. However, we are planning 

on comparing our results with all semantic annotation systems we can get our hands 

on. This is part of our future work. 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The use of web semantics to improve the web search can be considered as a step 

forward for enhancing web search especially with the existence of a rich ontology. The 

proposed system works on a specific domain with a known ontology and annotation. 

Applying this system, allows a user to reach the information of interest immediately, as 

unstructured data is transformed to a structured format during the annotation and 

indexing process. Having a richer ontology or a set of ontologies, the proposed system 

could work on different domains.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

    

           

      

                

               

            

                     

    

        

        

      

    

               

      

      

       

                  

            

          

              

                  

                       

      

      

                  

      

         

       

            

        

    

       

   

     

   

      

       

       

     

     

          
 

 

Figure 8. Used Ontology 
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Figure 10.  Key-word Based Search 

 

<    > 

+ <      > 

+ <       _     > 

+ <         > 

- <      > 

  <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="\Ontology\StaffMembers.xml" />  

- <     _    _   > 

  <   >           </   >  

  </     _    _   > 

  </      > 

- <     > 

  <   >2009</   >  

  <   >1</   >  

  <   >27</   >  

  </     > 

- <     > 

- <   > 

- <    > 

- <   > 

- <     > 

  <   >2009</   >  

  <   >1</   >  

  <   >27</   >  

  </     > 

- <     _     > 

  <   >2009</   >  

  <   >2</   >  

  <   >15</   >  

  </     _     > 
  

Figure 9. Annotation Sample 
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There are some open issues concerning semantic web search. Like the 

following:- 

 Allow the use of multiple ontologies. 

 Allowing the use of metadata with different semantic web languages and 

different specifications. 

Automatic and precise annotation of documents through the use of a 

combination of natural language processing, information extraction and named entity 

recognition technologies 
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Figure 12.  Average Mean Precision 

 

Figure 11.  Concept-Based Search 
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رم ركل دا لر  هلورميودللدشاىنللوفكشا لفظلولأىداتلور ظل قرملم الىلظلعماتلوفك يكلاكلرىدل تلورم ثل
لكردشى خنملرلراىرتلورىظلوفاىتلورك ىا لد لورودل ىالالورد دىتلور ىظل  ى لو ل رواى للى ولور اىريلردشىاىنللو

رلى ولورم ىثل قىنملدق ىيملرودىتلك ىاملرا ىتلم ىثل اىظلىلىظلورر ى لورنفر ىتكلر ى ملورم ىثلم  ىن لاىي ق   ل
لرلدالورم ثلمارالدالالوردر ا  تلرورم ثلوردمكظلىلظلورداال الاك

لد لخلاتلويموتلديو تلوشاش ت:ر ودتلل ولورك امل
لدي لتل  ل تلدو ملورداال الالتوك ررر ظتلك -
دي لىتلنك ىىاللوردوىىاكظلور راى ر تلرلم اكىىالالوردر ىىرنللمد ااىيلد ىىارملولأثشىىامكلر ى مل دس ىىتللىى هل -

 وردواكظلور را ر تلماش خنوملورلغالالوردر نللورد وايالىل  الرور ظلوكع لالر  ولورغيضك

 ف يشتلوردواكظلور را ر تلوركا  تلفظلوردي لتلورشامقتكلدي لت -

لوردي لتلورك ا  تلرلظلدي لتلورم ثك -
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